Resurgence is a political philosophy written about by Indigenous scholars such as Gerald Alfred that argues that Indigenous peoples must rise above colonialism by asserting our sovereignty and nationhood. Resurgence bears resemblance to the similar ideology of refusal: the assertion that Indigenous peoples can embody sovereign self-and peoplehood in order to refuse amalgamation under a larger settler colonial regime, including settler institutions and discourse. Resurgence rejects a colonial version of Indigenous life (and truth) that seeks representation and recognition from the settler colonial state. The limit of resurgence, however, is that it frames resistance to the state within a singular, problematic version of Indigenous life. Not all stories have to be resistant or resurgent to be true.
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Resurgence is a political philosophy written about by Indigenous scholars such as Gerald Alfred that argues that Indigenous peoples must rise above colonialism by asserting our sovereignty and nationhood. Resurgence bears resemblance to the similar ideology of refusal: the assertion that Indigenous peoples can embody sovereign self-and peoplehood in order to refuse amalgamation under a larger settler colonial regime, including settler institutions and discourse. Resurgence rejects a colonial version of Indigenous life (and truth) that seeks representation and recognition from the settler colonial state. The limit of resurgence, however, is that it frames resistance to the state within a singular, problematic version of Indigenous life. Not all stories have to be resistant or resurgent to be true.
In his theorizations around resurgence, Alfred points to the individualized need to heal oneself through spiritual transformation and revolutionary action against the state, arguing that Indigenous peoples who enact transformative processes and anticolonial interventions on the state will be "freed from the sources of their pain and discontent" (201) and begin "the long process of strengthening" themselves (199) (200) (201) . The problem with Alfred's framework of resurgence is its neoliberal ideology that places individualized responsibility on Indigenous peoples for overcoming the conditions of coloniality that permeate their lives. Resurgence discursively fails Indigenous peoples from the Canadian prairies, and queer and trans Indigenous peoples, who experience an especially insidious web of institutional, racial, and spatial marginalization that they cannot simply rise above (Dhillon) . Their position is starkly different from that of relatively affluent, self-sustaining communities like Kahnawake, where Alfred hails from, with wellfunded economies, infrastructures, and community resources in place (Simpson) .
Resurgence has been damaging to the project of developing rigorous Indigenous theory that attends to the intricacy of difference (i.e., race, class, colourism, location) because of the way it appeals to a singular, unified Indigenous struggle , wherein the only oppressor of Indigenous peoples is the Canadian state (202). Resurgence theory has defined itself on the Indigenous capacity to disrupt colonial institutions, resulting in a great deal of institutional critique, but no structures for addressing intracommunity power differentiation within Indigenous communities. Instead of nuanced conversations around difference-such as class, gender, colourism, and locality-neoliberal Indigenous resurgence theory relies on a discursively unified "Indigenous struggle" that classifies colonialism as a "dependency … a problem to be dealt with head-on" (211). Alfred positions the Indigenous person as a vessel of political purity, one that inherently creates revolutionary processes through activism (257). But, in doing so, Alfred reduces indigeneity to reductive and flattened identity politics, and encodes his theory with value-laden and hierarchical connotations of failure if activist potential is not lived up to (211, 257) . Alfred constructs a binary of resistance that flattens intersectional perspectives and perpetuates an epistemological erasure of prairie and queer Indigenous peoples, whom Alfred positions as failing to ascend above colonial imposition. Ironically, in doing so, Alfred constructs the Indigenous as perpetually alternative to dominant culture, constructing a discourse that must subjugate and diminish Indigenous bodies before it frees them.
For Thirza Cuthand, video, media, and film became a platform for early articulations of queer and prairie disidentifications Not all stories have to be resistant or resurgent to be true.
with the objectives of resurgence. In the face of singularizing subjectivities, theories, and movements like resurgence that relied on a flattened representation of indigeneity exclusionary to LGBTQ+ and prairie Indigenous peoples, Cuthand's work offers an unapologetic articulation of queer subjectivities that opposes a hegemony of homogeny. Cuthand chose not to identify with the majority cultural class, instead intervening in cis-and hetero-centric Indigenous art in anti-assimilationist ways. Instead, she places her Indigenous identities at the confluence of gender and sexuality as a means of surviving the boundaries of their participation and exclusion from Indigenous communities. Post-reality, or the overshare age of the Internet, early seeds of which can be seen throughout Cuthand's work, made way for multiple perceptions and perspectives in fields traditionally monopolized by hegemonic structures, including Indigenous art. Prairie-queer Indigenous artists such as Cuthand embrace post-reality, and its Internet and media cultures that facilitate the rapid sharing of alternative realities and plural forms of truth that ascend above the good NDN-a shorthand frequently used online in place of "Indigenous"-activist found within resurgence discourse, asking, why can't Indigenous peoples create work that intervenes in the state, that isn't always warriorminded and/or revolutionary?
Cuthand grew up in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and has been making experimental narrative videos and films about sexuality, madness, youth, love, and race since 1995, and has screened in festivals internationally. Cuthand's work was before its time, driven by her self-branded persona, unabashed attention-seeking performative dialogues, and overexposure before 'post-reality' states were fully in effect. Today our lives have become so integrated with the Internet that the boundaries between physical reality and digital worlds have become profoundly muddled (Li) . These qualities that would define the overshare generation were a necessity for Cuthand. They sparked from a deep desire to connect to like-minded peoples from within what Sherene Razack calls "fraught spatialities."
Everything in Cuthand's videos is centred on the performance of her inner monologues, giving voice to her experience as a disabled Indigenous lesbian in the Canadian prairies. Says Cuthand: "[My process starts] by writing a monologue inspired by my own life, and then I start to plan visuals to accompany the script" ("Innovators"). Cuthand's video work may not be an articulation of Indigenous resurgence, but it is the brave musings of a lesbian youth just trying to survive the Canadian prairies on the cusp of new digital worlds. Cuthand's truth isn't sad or tragic-it just is. She navigates that truth through Cree humour, and you frequently hear her signature laughter over the audio track in her early video Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory. Cuthand uses nonlinear narrative form paired with experimental videography to disrupt neoliberal Indigenous political philosophies, contending that not all Indigenous stories have to be uplifting, revolutionary, or resurgent to be authentically Indigenous.
The limitations of a political philosophy built on Alfred's conceptualization of Indigenous resurgence include its inattentiveness to the lived realities of Indigenous life in the Canadian prairies. To frame prairie Indigenous peoples as uncommitted and disillusioned, not swayed by the Indigenous cause or back-to-theland rhetoric (Alfred 211), places personal responsibility on the individual for overcoming conditions of colonialism, and frames socio-economic marginalization as apathy. As Sherry Farrell Racette reminded us at the 2016 Teachings conference at Concordia University, we cannot lose sight of the fact that "thrivance" is still new to prairie Indigenous peoples, some of whom are only just learning how to survive-a fact that Indigenous theorists can take for granted when they flatten intracommunity differentiation in their research.
Indigenous youth in the Canadian prairies-who struggle day to day amid poverty, suicidality, and other complex intergenerational embodied traumas-are not lesser for contending with spatial constraints imposed by colonial institutions that "wage war" on Indigenous bodies, as Jaskiran K. Dhillon puts it (138). Extractive and carceral cultures perpetuated toward Indigenous communities within the Canadian prairies derive from a legacy of histories associated with the project of settler colonialism-a 
Colonial expansion, economies, and administration led the intentional decimation of Indigenous communities in the Canadian prairies. A legacy of settler-colonial traumas still reverberates among contemporary Indigenous peoples in the Canadian prairies, whose ancestors were brought under the reserve system, or died owing to widespread infection, intentional withholding of rations by colonial administrators to induce starvation, the distribution of contaminated food by federal agents, and, finally, the implementation of the reserve system (Daschuk).
Cuthand was a part of a first generation of prairie Indigenous artists to make the shift to new technologies and digital kinship, accessing post-reality worlds to open limitless possibilities for connection within isolated and disconnected urban and rural communities across Turtle Island. It makes sense that Cree peoples-such as Cheryl L'Hirondelle, Archer Pechawis, and Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew 1 -laid the foundation for Indigenous digital worlds, considering the Internet as another means of connection to project the spiritual self into. Early Cree media, video, and digital artists weren't asking what is and isn't real, or where the virtual begins and ends, but rather, how can we use these webs of connection to develop kinship? Further, media and digital art industries offered a reprieve from accessibility issues among prairie Indigenous communities who might otherwise struggle with access to mentorship and education, access to materials, and access to larger metropoles for networking opportunities.
In her short film Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory, Cuthand explores first-hand the isolation of living in Saskatoon as an Indigenous lesbian in the late 1990s, using her films as a performance of disidentification from resurgence narratives. Cuthand isn't presenting the reality of a resurgent, upwardly mobile, good Indigenous activist. Perhaps this is why her work was so marginalized. Without playing into tropes of the tragic Indian, Cuthand unapologetically represents an experience alternative to discourse around resurgence and refusal, a posture that does not make her apathetic. On the contrary, Cuthand captures a snapshot of radical continuance-a material feminist value that understands that you are more than what you produce, even if that production is contained within spaces of Indigenous activism. Sometimes continuing to see another day is a political act, as well. Cuthand builds visualities around her signature monologues that share insight into everyday aspects of her life: her desires, fears, hopes, and hindrances. Cuthand's dialogues mirror what would evolve into post-reality monologues, wherein millennials would frequently take to digital worlds to air their dirty laundry for the whole world to see, and, in doing so, reach out for connection. Unable to move freely outside the ghettoized isolation of her prairie community, Cuthand gives voice to a counter-resurgence narrative, frankly portraying her reality regardless of whether it fits into the politically pure rhetoric of Indigenous resurgence.
In Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory, Cuthand wonders what she has to do to make the other lesbians at her school come out. Upon reflection, Cuthand realizes that part of the problem is that they live in Saskatoon-a city so small she has to locate it on a map in her film. "Maybe I should think of an incentive to get other young lesbians to come out at school," she says. Cuthand dreams about taking away all the lesbians who would come out at her school on an all-expense-paid trip to Vancouver. Does she have to bribe them with lollipops?, she wonders. Reality sets in when she realizes she only has a five-dollar bill in her pocket. In one scene, the Ellen television series plays on an old box TV. Cuthand says, "Maybe they're all at home watching TV," and her voice syncs with Ellen DeGeneres as they say "TV" at the same time. Cuthand is desperately seeking connection with other gay and lesbian teens, finding solace and camaraderie in whatever pop-culture representations she can find. Cuthand imagines that the lesbians are perhaps on a crossCanada road adventure stealing lawn ornaments, and that's why she's never met them. She films dolls made of lollipops with dykey haircuts and calls them the "little lollypop lesbian gang." The little lollypop lesbian gang are a stand-in for the lesbian kin she dreams of having one day, imaging queer possibility just beyond the prairie horizon. "Oh c'mon, please, I'd do it for you," Cuthand begs.
In one scene, Cuthand considers, "Maybe they're in their bedrooms figuring out how to work a dental dam," followed by the snap of latex and Cuthand's signature laughter on the audio track. This scene is reminiscent of Kathleen Hanna's 1997 album Julie Ruin, completely written, recorded, and produced by Hanna in her bedroom. Hanna reflected on it in the 2013 documentary about her, The Punk Singer:
It sounds like bedroom culture. It sounds like something a girl made in her bedroom. Girls' bedrooms can be this space of creativity. The problem is these bedrooms are all cut off from each other. So how do you take a bedroom that you're cut off from. All the other girls who are secretly in their bedrooms, making secret things or secret songs. I wanted Julie Ruin to sound like a girl from her bedroom making this record, who didn't just throw it away, or it wasn't just in her diary, but she took it out and shared it with people.
There is something empowering about the DIY/zine culture that was percolating throughout lesbian feminist spaces in the 1990s, at least partially influenced by a legacy of third-wave and riot grrrl feminisms. This affect is reinforced at the end of Cuthand's film when Hole plays over credits that are scribbled on loose-leaf paper and then taken away one at a time by hand. Cuthand was isolated in her room, using new media as a means of sending her post-reality monologues into the world, hoping and praying for connection. Cuthand isn't concerned here with her responsibility to overthrow the Canadian state but, instead, with how she can find connection in her deeply isolated realities and spatialities.
Another way that resurgence theory fails to be attentive to difference is in its erasure of queer and trans perspectives, relying solely on warrior rhetoric that mirrors colonial nationalism, erasing nuanced understanding of political strategy that includes women and two-spirit, to create a binary between successful anticolonial actors and unsuccessful colonial puppets (see Alfred 200). Cuthand's early video work is also an example of queer disidentification, embracing post-reality worlds and their multiple forms of truth that provided a space to escape dominant resurgence discourse about Indigenous art and its canon. Indigenous art of the late 1980s and early 1990s constructed singular realities focused on a flattened representation of Indigenous peoples, an equal people unified against colonial actors, void of nuanced consideration of difference in its subjectivity, such as sexuality, gender, and colourism. Because the Indigenous art canon has been so influenced by themes around resurgence, it did, and continues to, suffer from transphobic and homophobic attitudes in the erasure of LGBTQ+ themes, though LGBTQ+ peoples have always been present in Indigenous art (see Alfred 200). With the onset of the new media and Internet-driven cultures, Indigenous LGBTQ+ peoples have been less and less forced to appeal solely to Indigenous communities to legitimize their work, activisms, and realities.
Cuthand's work is of paramount importance to LGBTQ+ Indigenous art histories, yet it never received the same exposure as that of her peers in the 1990s. This is likely in part due to her relative youth, which Cuthand herself addresses in Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory when she calls out an older lesbian who doubts her sexuality on the premise that she is "too young" to know, literally standing on soapboxes as she does so. The older dyke mocks the baby dyke: "You're just trying to be trendy." While she certainly was young-much like the new generation of post-reality Indigenous artists that Cuthand would usher in-Cuthand would go on to be an internationally exhibited lesbian artist in her adulthood. Take that, "you ageist bitch," as Cuthand herself responds in the video.
Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory is about teenage lesbian loneliness. "Every day when I go to school, I notice there are a lot less lesbians than I had envisioned the night before," says the narrator. "I wonder where they went." Cuthand wonders what she has to do to connect with other LGBTQ+ peoples in her high school and depicts her high school as a vacuum, pairing this analogy with the visualization of removing all the LGBTQ+ peoples from the landscape using an actual vacuum. Cuthand feels utterly isolated and alone as a lesbian.
Cuthand also empathizes with other prairie LGBTQ+ youth for having to be in the closet. As she says, "Maybe they're just hiding, I don't blame them." Isolation and homophobia in Saskatoon, specifically in the intense environment of a prairie high school, pushed the LGBTQ+ peers that Cuthand sought into hiding. Here Cuthand shuts the little lesbian lollypop gang in a small cupboard-perhaps a version of a closet. Cuthand's cupboard visuals bring to mind Qwo-Li Driskill et al.'s assertion that "[q]ueer Indigenous people have been under the surveillance of white colonial heteropatriarchy since contact. Since many of the communities we come from are small, the space we have to hide our sexual and political desires is the space of a cupboard, not a closet" (212-213).
As she later discovered, it would turn out to be untrue that Cuthand was the only lesbian at her high school ("Innovators"). But it was the lack of queer visibility in Saskatoon during the 1990s, coupled with the lack of representation of queer teenagers in the 1990s pop culture, that inspired Cuthand to make Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory. Comedic in tone, Lessons in Baby Dyke Theory is performative and centres on a nonlinear narrative about her lesbian Indigenous identity and the way she moved through prairie spatialities. Cuthand's work might not be about the radical overthrowing of the state, but it does portray the necessity of selfishly loving oneself in the Indigenous present, and the necessity of telling your truth, even if it isn't respectable, in a world that continually plots your disappearance.
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